[Views of pathologists and clinicians on autopsy].
The study was performed using questionnaires which were filled in by 114 pathologists and 210 clinicians. The pathologists considered the major attractive professional motivations to be the elucidation of clinical aspects and possibility to be engaged in biopsy diagnosis, the most unattractive thing was a small salary. The clinicians supported the view that an autopsy was obligatory, the ratio of supporters to ++nonsupporters among clinicians and pathologists being 2.5:1 and 1:1, respectively. The average expected autopsy cost is 50 levs, but its real one is 84 levs. The overload of dissectors decreases the quality of autopsies and requires the revision of their performance rates. Pathologists's specialization, contact with clinicians, and labour safety are also discussed in the paper. It is only one half of the clinicians who are able to determine which disease is the major one. The death certificates that are filled in by a physician are insignificant (20% of errors are due to improper diagnosis of the major disease). The authors believe that it is high time to set up a national pathoanatomical record office equipped with computers.